Elevate the party with lighting effects.

RP4G (XBOOM360)
- Authentic 360 Sound
- More Powerful and Clear Sound
- Embedded 360-Degree Lighting (Frontside)
- Voice Matching Autocue
- Hotkey (Up to 8)
- Made for Power-Parties
- XBOOM Tips

OL100
- 30W RMS Powerful Sound with 12 cm (5-inch) Subwoofer
- Cross Fade (3-way Mixer)
- Cut
- Gain
- Bass Boost
- Equalizer
- Volume

OL45
- 20W RMS Powerful Sound with 10 cm (4-inch) Subwoofer
- Multi-Function
- EQ
- EQ Pro
- Equalizer (3-band)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects

OK75
- 15W RMS Powerful Sound with 6.5 cm (2.5-inch) Subwoofer
- Dual Effect (40Hz - 20kHz)
- Bluetooth
- Subwoofer
- Voice Effects
- Voice Effects (10)

OK55
- 30W RMS Powerful Sound with 12 cm (5-inch) Subwoofer
- 3D Effects (90Hz - 20kHz)
- Balance
- Equalizer (3-band)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects

RL2
- Powerful Sound with 15 cm (6-inch) Subwoofer
- Built-in Battery (150Wh)
- Voice Matching Autocue
- Multi-Function
- Wireless Connect (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
- FM/AM/USB
- AUX
- Multi-Function
- Voice Effects
- Voice Effects (10)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects and Volume

ON2D
- Powerful Sound with 10 cm (4-inch) Subwoofer
- Multi Playback - Wi-Fi/Bluetooth
- Dynamic EQ
- Multi-Function
- Wireless Connect (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
- FM/AM/USB
- AUX
- Multi-Function
- Voice Effects
- Voice Effects (10)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects and Volume

PNS
- 20W RMS Powerful Sound with 12 cm (5-inch) Subwoofer
- Multi-Function
- Voice Matching Autocue
- Wireless Connect (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
- FM/AM
- AUX
- Multi-Function
- Voice Effects
- Voice Effects (10)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects and Volume

SP11RA
- Ultimate Cinematic Surround Sound
- THX®/DOLBY®/DTS®
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Multi-Channel Audio (5.1)
- Dolby Atmos
- DTS:X
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

SP8A
- 440W RMS Power Sound with 3.1 Ch
- Meridian Sound Quality
- DTS:X
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Dolby Atmos
- DTS:X
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Wireless Connect (WiFi, Bluetooth)
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

SN6Y
- 420W RMS Power Sound with 3.1 Ch
- Meridian Audio
- DTS:X
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Dolby Atmos
- DTS:X
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Wireless Connect (WiFi, Bluetooth)
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

GX
- 220W RMS Power Sound with 3.1 Ch
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- DTS:X
- Dolby Atmos
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

QP5 (Eclair)
- 220V/230V/240V Power Supply
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- DTS:X
- Dolby Atmos
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

XBOOM Go
- 20W RMS Powerful Sound with 12 cm (5-inch) Subwoofer
- Multi-Function
- Voice Matching Autocue
- Multi-Function
- Wireless Connect (WiFi, Bluetooth)
- FM/AM
- AUX
- Multi-Function
- Voice Effects
- Voice Effects (10)
- Bass Boost
- Sound Effects and Volume

L728B (Red Color)
- 40W RMS Powerful Sound with 3.1 Ch
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- DTS:X
- Dolby Atmos
- Multi-Channel Audio
- Wi-Fi (2.4GHz/5GHz)
- Bluetooth
- Google Assistant
- Google Assistant (Smartphone/PC)
- Focus on Spotify/AirPlay 2

XBOOM Speaker System